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Amilux film
Amilux Film is a film production

company based in Vienna specialized in
cinematic VR. The company was founded
by Gerda Leopold in 2014 aiming to develop
new immersive forms of storytelling.

The current project BALLAVITA is a 30
minutes narrative stereoscopic VR film,
shot in live action CG. In 2016 Amilux Film
released its first feature film, CARROUSEL ,
a 96 minutes 360° film.
In order to show the movie CINEMA XR
was developed. It can seat up to 70 people
at once.

CARROUSEL - The Experience

360° narrative film | Gerda Leopold | 96 min.
AUT 2016

CARROUSEL

feature film | Gerda Leopold | 85 min. | AUT in
post-production

YOU’RE WELCOME

short film | Rebecca Panian | 9 min. | AUT/GER
2017 | Co-production with TALAS Film

BALLAVITA

narrative, stereoscopic VR | Gerda Leopold
34 min. | AUT/GER 2018

Through Darcelle‘s Eyes

360° documentary | Brad Gill, Rachel Bracker
15 min. | USA/AUT 2018

office@amiluxfilm.com
+43 676 5504719
Sechskrügelgasse 10/14
1030 Vienna
Austria

How AMILUX FILM STARTED
The journey began in 2010, when I saw Trevor Morgan’s
videos, created with a camera-helmet, which he called
the “Personal Documentation Unit” (PDU). With the PDU
he wanted to explore space, place and location. The PDU
comprised five small video cameras, which record the top,
left, right, forward and backward view of the wearer to
memorialize their intended, unobserved actions, reactions
and orientation.

I immediately got the idea to make a
narrative film in this form and started
to work. The objective was to unify
the content, a contemporary version
of Arthur Schnitzler’s „La Ronde“ and
the form of the PDU in CARROUSEL, an
experimental 360° feature film.

What fascinates me about 360° film?
҉҉

The entire world around us is captured
by a camera. It immediately gives you the
feeling that what you see is real. Nothing
can escape the camera’s eyes.

҉҉ In a narrative 360° filming the surroundings
can shape the characters. The surroundings
can define, what this person is all about and
who this person really is.

҉҉

Things do not happen consecutively but
simultaneously. Time has no limits. Past,
present and future become the same just
like in a dream.

In 2014 AMILUX FILM was founded and the production of CARROUSEL started.
By then we had designed our own camera-helmet.
We trained the actors how to act while wearing the helmet. It was essential to me
that the movie was not only filmed in 360° but also out of the POV of the characters,
which gave us the extra asset, that we were watching the action out the heads of
the protagonists.
When editing was completed, we decided to construct a projection cube, the
CINEMA XR , in which the five lines of sight were screened on the four walls and
onto the ceiling.

CARROUSEL premiered at ZKM (Center for Arts and Media) in Karlsruhe in the

summer of 2016 and toured in Germany, and had its Austrian premiere at Belvedere
palace in Vienna the same year.

BALLAVITA
2018

romantic fantasy
30 minutes
Austria / Germany
German / English
color
360° stereoscopic 6K
Ambisonic
Amilux Film
http://ballavita.com
available on all HMDs

BALLAVITA Synopsis
Maria is a young, hotheaded but insecure tango dancer.

She recently started dating Anton the choreographer
of her dance company but isn’t quite sure where their
relationship is heading.
During a rehearsal Maria loses her temper, after getting
ridiculed by the other ensemble members. While leaving
the building she falls through a trapdoor into a cellar,
where she encounters an old man who invites her into his
basement apartment.
The old man lures Maria into a mirror reality where she
is immersed into her dreams and fantasies. The old man
is trying to steal her dreams, so he can experience them
whenever he wants. Maria’s dreams quickly turn into
nightmares. Only when she dares to see her inner self,
she is able to escape.

YOU’RE WELCOME
2017

drama
9 minutes
Germany / Austria
German
English subtitles
color
1:1,85 DCP
Dolby SR / 5.1
TALAS Film & AMILUX Film

You’re Welcome Synopsis
You want to drink your coffee peacefully but instead you
end up in a situation where people start to stir up hatred
against refugees – what do you do?
While waiting for her train in a café Olivia, a young woman
suddenly ends up in a situation where the barista chases
away a begging girl and starts to defame refugees with
two customers. Olivia has to decide whether to simply
leave the place like another customer does or to take
action. Based on a true story.

Carrousel
the Experience

2016
drama
96 minutes
Austria
German / English
color
360° Cinema XR
Dolby SR / 5.1
Amilux Film

Carrousel Synopsis
the Experience

Carrousel - The Experience is a feature film created
for the Cinema XR projection space and it revolves around
relationships, dependencies, and responsibility.
The film comprises of 10 separate stories, which are
framed by a story arc: Two strangers meet on an overnight
bus to Vienna. The poetess, who left Vienna many years
ago and is reluctant to be back. She only wants to change
buses. The puppeteer, who is tired of being on tour
cannot wait to be with his girlfriend and daughter again.
He persuades the poetess to spend a day in Vienna. They
both wander through their day where they meet old
friends and make new acquaintances. They run into each
other the next morning, changed.

Carrousel

in post-production now
drama
85 minutes
Austria
German / English subtitles
color
feature film
stereo sound
Amilux Film

Carrousel Synopsis
Ten scenes, ten people, ten relationships.

Carrousel is a re-edited reversion of Carrousel - the
Experience for a single screen.
10 stories are interwoven with each other in a tight
net of lies and dependencies. The film femphatizes
the interpersonal struggles and tries to be as nonjudgemental as possible.
This version of the film focuses stronger on the plot then
Carrousel - the Experience.

Through Darcelle‘s eyes
2018

LGBT Historical Documentary
15 minutes
Portland, Oregon, USA
English
color
360° 6K
Ambisonic
Available for all headsets
360 Labs
http://360Labs.net/DarcelleXV

Through Darcelle‘s eyes
Description
Walter Cole, aka Darcelle XV, is the world‘s oldest living and
performing drag queen.
She’s won a Guinness World Record and an Emmy for her
vivacious performances that showcase humor, glitz, and
yes, even a pair of bedazzled glowing chaps!
At 87 years old, Darcelle shows no signs of slowing down. She
continues to wow audiences with her weekly performances,
and advocacy for the LGBTQ community is always part of the
mix. Such work is nothing new for Darcelle, who has been
an integral part of the gay-rights movement in Portland,
Oregon since the 1970’s.
“Through Darcelle’s Eyes” will introduce audiences to the
life and journey of a legendary performer who braved
discrimination and never backed down. Through interviews
with Darcelle, performance footage, and creatively staged
animations of Portland‘s past, this timeless film preserves
and honors the history of one of world‘s most cherished
performers, the one and only Darcelle XV.

Cinema XR Details
Format

cube map

Capacity

70 people seated comfortably in the Cinema XR.

Screen Size

4 screens each 10 m x 6.3 m plus a ceiling which is 10 m x 10
m. The surface is 4 x 63m² and of the ceiling 100m². The 4
screens are elevated by 0.7m, to prevent the audience from
throwing shadows. This part is covered in black.

Technical data

6 x Christie DHD 1251 HD DLP 8000 ANSI lumen, full HD projectors.
The projectors are positioned at the top end of each screen. 2
projectors are placed on the floor to cover the ceiling.

Outdoors

Cinema XR can be equipped with weather/ sunlight
protection, which increases its size to 12 m x 12 m x 8 m.
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